SPOTTED AT JUNIOR PARENTS WEEKEND

This past weekend saw Harvard filled with visiting parents, all eager to see how their children’s lives away from home are going. With all these guests come many different adventures. The Hare Today has collected a sampling of the stories from this weekend below:

THURSDAY EVENING: Martin Lee realizes that he entire forgot to do a problem set that is due on Friday morning. In a show of solidarity (or possibly just an unfortunate coincidence), his father who showed up early stays up with him for the entire night in Lev D-Hall working on a project for his job that he forgot about.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON: Jenny Smith invites her mother to sit in on her section for an easy gen ed. However, in a shocking twist, her mother has done more of the readings than any other person in section. To her daughter’s horror, Mrs. Smith spends the hour as the section’s “that guy”.

FRIDAY NIGHT: In a shocking upset, the team of Mr. and Mrs. Henderson take the title of “Pong Champions” in their child Brandon’s weekly entryway Beer Pong Tournament. They are subsequently treated to the traditional prize of “one Quincy Grille chicken quesadilla each” by the defeated participants.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON: On a tour of the Square, Dave Singer points out C’est Bon, where he would hypothetically buy alcohol. If he, you know, had a fake ID. Which he doesn’t, that’s silly, why do you ask?

SATURDAY NIGHT: Lindsey Branch’s parents declare their daughter’s plans to stay in and catch up on work “totally lame for a weekend” and subsequently ditch her. They are later seen in a group of students waiting outside a final club.

SUNDAY MORNING: Every restaurant in the Square rejoices at being booked for “goodbye brunches” for five hours straight.

SUNDAY EVENING: Carla Moreno emerges from Northwest Labs basement after hiding there for 60 hours straight in an effort to avoid stressful family meetings and planning.
A
ter two postponements due to
clement weather, Leverett vs.
 Quincy finally took place on the
night of Tuesday, February 24th at the
MAC gym. Both sides stepped onto the
court looking well rested and ready for
action.

Quincy came hot out of the
gate, sinking a three-pointer in one of
the first plays of the game. Their early
3-point conversion, as well as the depth
of their bench, had Leverett players
worried…but not for long. Lev’s start-
ing line began to recover turnovers on
defense, driving to the hoop and either
pitching the ball out for a jump shot or
taking it all the way in for a lay-up. This
resulted in a 10-0 run for the Leverites.

With such a strong hold of the game,
passions were high on the Quincy end
to reclaim possession, increasing the
physicality of the game.

With two intimidating forces
such as the Penguins and the Bunnies, it
was only a matter of time before blood
was spilt. Chris Roberts ’15 went down
early in the game looking for the ear-
ing that had just been pulled out of his
ear. The still bleeding Roberts was soon
back on the court, hitting a nice jumper
under pressure before the close of the
half.

Ashford King ’15 left the game
after a collision mid-court, admitting
that his arm had popped out of its sock-
et momentarily. Within minutes, King
was standing on the sideline, waving
to relieve a tired player. After inquiries
about his injury from the bench, King
responded, “It’s fine – I put it back in.”

The Leverett lead was forever a
force to be reckoned with, and despite
some last ditch attempts to bring Lev to
the free throw line, Quincy was unable
to equalize. Leverett finished strong
with close to a 10-point lead – demon-
strating the depth of our talent, team-
work and pain threshold. The story con-
tinues on Tuesday, March 3rd at 7pm at
the MAC gym vs. Lowell. See you there.